
From The South-West, 12th May 2021 to Someone in the Future

You’re not my grandchild, I hope.
Whoever you are, I want you to know,
Last weekend I drove past a field cordoned off,
Barricaded with boards that announced
“G7 Summit Here” in Cornwall.
From the top of the hill, high up in the car park,
We watched the waves wiping over St Ives.
They submerged the spit and the church spires.
The rain was lashing.  The worst I’ve seen.
The window wipers waved frantically,
In some pathetic rubbery battle, their squeaks
competing with the drums of water.
Steam filled the Fiesta.  In the fog,
we ate Philps’ “famous pasties”
as we watched the scene from afar.
I couldn’t help noticing the meat and gravy
And I felt guilty for the consumption
But I still had to start the engine to drive home.

Yesterday my Year 8 English lesson was
On the topic of Climate Change.
I asked them to “Write a letter to your MP
About a local concern.”  In the damp classroom
Boys who say the word ‘moist’ and snigger
Don't find environmental issues funny.
Stretching their arms to the sky
They answer my questions and volunteer
Information and solutions. It’s serious.
Their shiny eyes are focussed and
Their healthy, well-fed, strong bodies
Prepared, eager for the fight. They
Shout about the deniers, denigrate Trump,
Set to work immediately, not waiting for
Me to motivate them and I don’t tell them to shush.
They are heroes.  They are the future,
they believe.  Theodore is on the shortlist
to be a young journalist at the G7 Summit and
I really do hope his pen will be his sword.  Perhaps
I should help him prepare questions for the politicians:
Will my litter picking, home insulating,
cycling and recycling,
washable nappies and reusable straws
really make a difference?
Will one person’s small actions be enough?



Whoever you are, I want you to know,
I tried.

I’m driving up to Dartmoor right now
To check on it for you.  It is still raining.
The first thing I see is an incongruous
Orange peel, bright against the gravel,
Certainly unnatural there and possibly a warning.
Where we used to play, the bank has moved back,
Exposing more of the fine grey grit,
Which is a beach for summer Sundays.
I inspect the edge: there is the frothy foam
Churned up by the river and cast aside to be
Caught under the ragged grass.
Rafts of pine needles harbor in peaceful waters
There too.  The stream is strong
with rusty red iron yet just holding on
A wisp of sheep’s wool wraps around the tree.
Tiny stars of lime green burst out of the wall,
Unashamedly ginger tufts spike out of the ground,
And yellow gorse flowers share their coconut scent,
A paradise in this earthy place.  I am walking
Through chalky puddles, a glossary of poos,
In the rain, and I feel this place is tough,
Weather-worn, yet sensitive, a stronghold,
High-up and ready for your retreat, when the time comes.
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